
 



 

 

Stéphane plays with the fire, plays with cards, makes dance the coins, 

likes upsetting your senses and dusts the image of the magic! Unreal, 

humor and class are the magic words of this magician to Mark the 

spirits.  

All year round this passionate artist of illusion offers in your evenings in 

France and abroad magic moments! 

This professional artist for more than 13 years, based in the South of 

France, proposes you magic shows for all your events: weddings, bar 

mitzvah, birthdays, Trade shows, official reception, dinner, launches, 

cocktail parties, private or public parties, he makes his performances in 

French, English, Spanish. 

Its class touch, its originality will mark your party and your guests in a 

unforgettable way! 

 



  

 

 

Stéphane, was born on the eve of 

Christmas a sign can be! He discovers 

accidentally the magic in 1995 . which will 

become very fast its passion, its job. he 

gives up his military career for club of 

magic. He likes the illusion, writes articles 

In an international magazine of magic, 

runs the seminaries and the congress. In 

2000, he becomes professional dashes into 

the shows and crosses Europe. He learns 

the languages in particular Spanish and 

English to present his performances in all 

the countries. Rich in his experiences, in 

performances made over the years, this 

magician managed to create shows of 

magic adapted to any places and every 

public as well for a private party as public 

event or of company. 

Of close-up, in the magic stage or the 

magic for children this artist juggles with 

the specialities of his art to satisfy your 

requests and make of your events of 

unique moments. 

Stéphane also creates magic special effects 

for big brands to advance a product, a sign, 

guests. The humor,  the magic, the dream 

… For prestigious customers.  

Of big brands such as: Airbus, Sanofy 

average east, Renault f1 team, Barriers 

casinos, cutting casinos, wolkswagen, 

Publicis Paris, Lenôtre, Nokia, apple, Total, 

Nrj, Mumm, Sony and many others else 

have already appealed to its services to 

amuse and liven up them evenings. 

Stéphane ESTRELLAS stages a new and 

modern vision of the magic! 

Speciality or this artist excels: close-up, 

one of the categories of magic the most 

difficult to master, and very fashionable 

nowadays in society parties! Effects 

bluffing a few centimeters away from your 

eyes: he invites a goldfish in your glass, he 

creates a rose in your hand... Overflowing 

working hours, a creativity and an 

imagination are the real secrets of 

Stéphane. 

 

each of us becomes again child and smiles, 

wonders in front of so much grace and illusions. 

Stéphane opens the doors of the imagination and 

our thoughts, the moment of evening, become 

realities…….. 

 



 

 

 

Stephane Estrellas is actually the resident close-up magician of the 

famous NIKKI BEACH Saint Tropez and CANNES during  the 

international movie festival. 

 

 

 



                         

 

This magician presents today his show in the most beautiful places of 

Saint Tropez, Courchevel, Monaco, Paris but also to the 

internationnal for a demanding clientele and establishments top of 

the range  and certainly soon for you ……  enjoy ! 

 

 

 

 
Contact : 

+33 6 07 21 35 59 

contact@madeinmagie.com 

www.madeinmagie.com 
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